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The Apollo 10 mission was successfully launched from the Kennedy Space 
Center on Sunday, 18 May 1969 and was completed as planned, with 
recovery of the spacecraft and crew in the Pacific Ocean recovery area 
on Monday, 26 May 1969. Initial review of the flight indicates that 
all mission objectives were attained. 

A-ttached is the Mission Director's S urnmary Report for Apollo 10 which 
is hereby submitted as Post Launch Mission Operation Report No. 1. 
Following further detailed analysis of data, crew briefing and other 
technical reviews, significant new information and OM?F evaluation of 
Apollo 10 primary tission objectives will be submitted in Post Launch 
Mission Operation Report No. 2. 
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Sam C. Phillips 
Lt. General, USAF 
Apollo Program Director 
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IN REPLY REFER TO: bL\o 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20546 

May 26, iy6’1 

TO : Distribution 

F'lic))I: MA/Apollo Mission Director 

INTKODUCTION ------- 

The Apollo 10 mission wus $La.nried a; 3, manned lunar mission de- 
velopment flight ta demonstrate cre.d/space vehicle/;nission Sl-ziJ- 

port facilities parformaqzc during a manned lunar mission with 
the CommaQ'd,/Service Module (CSM) an3 Lunar A%,5kLe (LM), and to 

evaluate LM performance in i;he cislunar and Lunar environment;, 
Flight cred members ,,~erc: Comman~i~~r, co.10 T, P, Stafford; 
Coma& Modltie Pilot, Cdr. J, W. Young; Lunar %&tie Pilot, Cdr. 
E. A. Cernan, Initial rcvicd of the flight indicater; that all 
mission objectives lqzre 3;ts;ainr31 (2;~ Table 1). 

The At;~x:LIo LO countdolm w% ac~com&iahed c&t& _n: unscheduled T;;;.idv; - - -- --- ----.- -- - - - - e--m- "---------- 
- q.--- - 

Prior ta launch, the Command Mod-tie Reaction Control System A 
heliuJ1!1 manifold pressure decayed slightly. A suspect trans- 
duzer fittim was found .to be firq,e, e r-tight and was subsequently 
retorqued. Difficulty was enaountered in wetting the sintered 
metal wicks in the Command Mod&- le suit loop water separator, a 
Tomponent of the Environmenka.1 Control System. The procedure 
v a.5 ~uc~zessfully accomplished on the third attempt ix service0 

PLR3r Pl%xC)D _I- 

r43&-, ;" activity in this vehicle launch in-_ 
e&h-&??k 

ee_riod included s~ce - -,-- - ,-,--i - -- ---me-- 
sertion into ---- -- ,A - t $;;(_i'tr~&i~& injection of the S-173L -.-- -- --e-e I-- -s..-- 
Instrument U:lit [Iii~~GQ@~ G&~~~~;_$~&i~2 :~ockinp; g? Qection ---. --No- - 
~-t~-~~~!L~-anl~-S--I~B propellant, tiding LGjV@gtix the S-IX3 
lynt\; -:.&.z?.- oMx+xiE - 

- --.. - - -..---- .--- *-- --- 
-w-e -v-m _-w-e 

The Apollo 10 space vehicle was successfully launched on time 
from Kennedy Space Center, Florida at 12:&g p.m, EDT on 18 Nay 
1969 0 This was the fifth successive successful launch on-time 
of a Saturn V. All ‘Launch vehicle stages performed satisfacto- 
rily, inserti-&% the S-IVB/IU,/CS.3l,~L.?? combination into a nomin&L 
e.xth p:z?tin? orbit Jf 1c)2.6 by 9g06 nautical miles (N:vl) after 11 
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minutes ,53 seconds of powered flight. Pre-TLI (tranalunar in- 
jection I checkout was conducted as planned and the S-IV13 burn .tias 
initiated at 2:33:27 (hr:min:sec) ground elapsed time (GEIC). The 
TLI burn lasted 5 minutes, 43 seconds with all systems operating 
satisfactorily and aL1 end zonditions being nominal for the trans- 
lunar coast on a free return, circurulunar trajectory. 

At, about 3:03 (hr:min) GE!lY, the CSM was separated normally from 
the rest of the orbital vehicle consisting of the LM, L3puzecra.f-t 
LM Adapter (SL.A), IU and S-IVB Stage. SLA panel deployment was 
normal. CSM -;ransposition and docking acre completed by approx- 
imately 3:17 GSI'. FxcelLent quality color television (TV) cov- 
erage of the docking sequences was transmitted to the Goldstone 
tracking station and ;fas seen on -rJorldwide commercial television. 
Ejection of the CSM/LM from the S-IVB was sueceasfully accom- 
plished at abou-t 3:56 GEL7 and a 2,5 -seconJ Service Propulsion Sys- 
tem (SPS) avasive mneuver was performed 3,s planned at 4:39 GET. 

All LsuLleh vehicle safing activities were performed as schedul.ed. 
S-IV% liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen Led temperature meaaul*e- 
ment experiments IJere conducted satisfacto.rilyo Subsequent pro- 
pe.Llant dump was successful and provided sufficient impulse to the 
S-IVB/IU for a Nslingshotrr maneuver to earth escape velocity. 
Therefore, augmentation of this impulse by the S-IVB Auxiliary 
Propulsion System ullage engine burn ~$3 tarminata~d by ground 
command immediately after ignition, S-IVl3/IU closest approxh to 
the moon :Jas 17j2 IF4 at 78:54 GEC (lg:b3 EDT, May 21). 

SXGD P&ZIOD - - - --- -__ - - I 

MaJor activities ,$J-Y&% l;he_ second p$;%cz !,:I<;$ a m~cours? c_Fc -- .-----y_-- 
recJZond 

_ ma-~- 
-~ --_- t;;o lunar orbit insertion burns, and initial LM acti- _-- _---- -a- ---m -.s ----m-e -- w-v- 
vation. ,--LA - 

Midcourse coxmz tion maneuver nanber 1 (MC&L), originally 
plannzed 35 a 47 foot-pe, --second (fps) SPS maneuver, was not con- 
ducted at 11:30 GET, since without this maneuver, the correction 
requirement at the next planned time, 26:313 GET, was for only 
48.8 fps. The extended trackin, time established J. high proba- 
bility of not requiring any additional midcourse corrections 
#Auring translunar coast, 

Mid,oourse oorrection .maneuver nlmber i;-~o (MX-2) was performed at 
26:32:56 ~231 by a 6.7 -second firing of the SPS resulting in a 
velocity change of 48.9 .fps (48,7 fps planned), All parameters 
appeared nominal. an-i the resulting pericynthion was 6O,g NM, 
Consequently, midcourse correction maneuvers n:umbers 3 md 4 wtre 
not required. Five color TV transmissions tzt&l.ing 72 minutes 
were made ,during translunar coast. Views of the receding earth 
and of the apacecraft interior were shown, Pict7fle quality was 
excelLen-?. 



The spacecraft crossed into the IIIOO~L'L; i;~+~re of irL?Luen,ze at 
61:5o:5o GET (02:39 EDT, nl;y 21). At t11at time:, the distance 
from the spacecraft to ezr'ih -was l')O.,,lij;l~ NM and its dintanze 
from the moon ~3s 33,820 NM. 
tive to earth and 379> 

The lunar orbit insertion maneuver (LOC-1) was planled in real 
time for 73:52:53 GJTi! and ,~as ~ccorn&i~hed XL schedule. The S?J 
Engine burned "or 356 seconds :slow.iry~ the SSM/LM ilodn from a 
velocity of 82~2 fp; to .a velocity of y+72 fp:; ad resdtint: in 
an initial orbit of 170.4 by 39.6 NM. This comp&res very ~$11 
with the prelaunch planned <orbit of 170 by 50 XJM, ~'111 the re:_tl- 
time planned orbit of 170.7 ‘by >9*)’ NM., The S3S burn data ;+- 
pexed to be nominti with fuel ta.%k pressure ana oxidizer inter- 
face pressure :slightly on 5he high side #of nominal, but dell- 
within expected tolerances, sr, CL., usA 1. -~~n~tttt weight at initiation cif 
the burn was 93,281 pounds ;~nd ctl; ts:,mination of the burn, sp~tcz- 
craft weight in lunar orbit was 69,'c')j founded Propellan? 2;1'.- 
pended for the b&-n d~1..; 23,788 ~O~XL.L n 

The Lund o.rbit circularization ma%u-rer, LOI-2, VJAS planned in 
time for 80:23:07 Gm ancl was also Accomplished on sche,duLe. 
The SPS engine b.u.rned for 1j.o s'~onls producing a differen-tial 
velocity of 138,4 f'ps ;a~n~d re;&.tint2 ia an initial orbit of 61.3 
by 9,s .9 NM, This compares wall with the prelaunch planned orbit 
of 60 by 60 ?SM and the real-time $La~srl orbit of 60.1 by 60.1 
NM. fill SPS parame-krs -nr-re rmmh.dl, 

A Zg-min-zte ,scheduled B~o!_~.r television transmission ef the lunar 
surface was conducted 80:45 GEL (21:34 EX', 21 May). Piztlue 
quality of iunar scenes was excellent, 

Lunar landmark tracking on +Y~IO targets was accomplished and in- 
dications are that these landmarks were :,Jell spaced and of good 
qual.ityO 

The Lunar IModule Pilot transferred to the LM at about 81:55 537 
for about two hours of scheduled "housekeeping" activities and 
some LJ4 commtizicationa tests. The tests were terminate. after 
the LX relay communications tests due to time limitations. Re- 
sults 'If completed tests were excellent and those tests re- 
maining were conducted at a 1ater time in the mission. 

THIRD P.ZRIO3 -- - -- --.-w- - 

The Conuander and hmr %d~iLe Pilot entered .the LM at 93:w GET 
and performed the preplanned checks of all_ systems. The 

+ . _ . .  . . _ , ”  ___, _” _.-_ __-. ,  . _ - - I  _.._ - - . - -  -l.-l-l_l-.llll~l - . - -  -ll_l-.--_.. 
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rendezvous exercise was begun on time with undocking at approx- 
imately 98:22 331. The Service Module Reaction Control System 
(SM RCS) was used to separate the CSM 'X :abou-; 30 feet from the 
LM. Subsequently the landing gear ~2s deployed. Stztionkeeping 
was initiated at this point while the Command Module Pilot in the 
CSM visually inspected the SM. The SM RCS was then llsed to per- 
form the separation maneuver directed radially downwud toward 
the moon's center. This maneuver provided a LM/CLM separation 
at descenL orbit insertion (DOI) Jf about tvo .NM, The DOI was 
pcrformed'by a LM Descent Propulsion System (DPS) burn (hori- 
zontal, retrograde), such that the resulting pericynthionbogeat 
point in orbit) occurred about 15” prior to iLunar landing site 
number 2. The lowest aLtitude above the moon's surface achieved 
by the LM was 8,4 N!4. Numerous photographs of the lul?ar surface 
were taken. Some camera malfunctions were reported and aLtho%h 
some cormnunications difficulties were experienced, the zrew pro- 
vided a continuous commentary of their observations. The LM 
landing radar test was executed during the low .atitude pass over 
the surface. Early data indicates initial acquisition occurred 
at a height of 65,300 feet, Indicated pericynthion altitude as 
measured by the landing radar in the fly-by was 47,030 feet. 

The second LM maneuver, the DPS phasing burn, was accomplished 
on time and established (as planned) at the resulting LM peri- 
cynthion (about one revolution later , 3 a CSM lead angle equiv- 
aLent to that which occurs at nominal. powered ascent cutoff for 
the lunar landing mission. The apocynthion (orbit& high point) 
altitude of the phasing orbit was 190.0 CtM, 

About tan minutes prior to pericynthion, the LM Descent Stage :das 
jettisoned, The LM Reaction Control System (LM RCS) separation 
maneuver at staging was accomplished -Asing the Abort Guidance 
System (AGS) as prescribed in premission plans0 Inadvertently, 
the con:rol mode ~3s left in A?JTO rather than the required 
ALTI'FUJX HOLD mode, In AUTO, the A!.3 drove the LM to acquire 
the CSM which w!as not in accordance with the planned attitude 
timeline. The Comnder took over manual control to reestablish 
the proper attitude. Then at pericynthion, the insertion maneu- 
ver was performed on time using the LM Ascent Propulsion System 
(APS). This burn established the equivalen-t of the standard LM 
insertion orbit (45 x .ll.2 NM) of a lunar landing mission. 

The LM coasted from irzertion in a 45 NM by Il.2 NM elLiptical 
orbit for about an hour0 Concentric sequence initiation (CSI) 
was initiated at apocynthion, A sms..lL constant delta height (CDH) 
maneuver was required (as expected preflight) to null out miner 
dispersions. The terminal maneuver occurred at about the .mid- 
point of darkness, and braking during the terminal phase finali- 
zation (TPF) .Tas performed manually as planqed, 
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The rendezvous was highly successful and ill parameters were very 
close to nominal. CS%S-active docking at 106.33 GZZ was accomplished 
smoothly and expeditiously. 

Once docked .to the CSM, the two LM crewmen tron;ferred with the ex- 
posed film packets and the LM Hasselblad c~ora to the CSM. The 
LM R.a~-er sequence camera and primary lithiurrl hydroxide cannister 
(both of whi.;h incurred inflight problem;) wore also transferred 
in order that these items could be inspected past flight. The CSM 
-uJas separated from the LM at 108:43:30 GE. using the SM HCS. 

FOUX!H PtilIIOD --.---- ---- 

*iO.l ;tc:t:ivit_y in the fourth period included the .LM APS ban to de- -- -a-- ---.-- ---- - ---. I_ -- -- --- --- - --- 
gletion, extens?;e-i&mark trtrc&ii-& @o_t_?gr+a+h& TL and the -.-- -.- ----eve- -- --.- - 
fransearth injection [TEIT burn, 

--- -- 
-----II - -- --- 

About one revolu-50s after docking, the LM APS bui-n to depletion 
was commanded by the Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN), as 
planned, utilizing the LM Ascent Engine Arming Assembly. This 
burn was targeted to place the LM in a solar orbit, LM/MSFN corn- 
mu3ications were maintained until LM ascent stage battery deple- 
tion at about l2O hours GET. The ascent batteries lasted about 12 
hoxs :after LM jettison, 

During the remaining lunar orbital period zf operation, 18 lsnd- \ 
mark sightings, and extensive stereo strip and oblique photographs 
were taken. Two scheduled TV periods were deleted because of crew 
fatigue. The crew visually acquired the LM descent stage .on 
several occasions0 At 137:36:28 GET, the S?S injected the CSM 
into a tranaearth trajectory after a total time in lunar orbit of 
about 61.5 hours (31 orbits). The TEI burn :~e.s targeted for a 
tranjezth return time of about 53 hours. 

FIFTH PEKI03 ---- - -.w---- 

M.aJor activities Aming .@i.s_ period included star-lunar landmark - ------- ---- .- a.- _ 0-e -e-H-- TV_-.-- 
F&&;+ggr live color television transmission3 star-earth hori- --- d-V _- - - --m_- .yi -.-- T.'-I'. 
zon ?a&.gation sighti..s 

I_ ------ --'~" 
-- -e-e .-we- .- -- ,,- CSM S-band Hugh gain antenna reflectivity .-w------- --- u_--- -- I. <----- 
test, --- $ll I$'=,=& 

This period comraeneed with a live television transmission through 
the Honeysuckle tracking station and Intelsat III communications 
satellite beginning shortly after TEI at about 137:51 GEZ', Pic- 
tures 3f the moon as seen from the receding spacecraft .vJere spec- 
t ac1J.l ar D Focus at ell "zo~om" lens settings was excellent and 
color fidelity of lunar surface scenes agreed very well with creg 
descriptions, 

Another color television transmission was received at 139:27 GET. 

, .  . - . .  I -_ -  - . . . .  . _ “ .  . “ .  _._. -.-lll-.” . - - . - , - _1__1 - - . . - - . - . ”  ----_-li . I - - - - -~ - . -__ ,  
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Following a sLeep period, star 1urla.r 1anImark navigation sighti-qgs 
were taken at L5I:OO GE?T. 

The accuracy of the transearth injection (TdI) maneuver W:AS such 
that the first transearth rnlidzours e correction (MIX-5) originaLly 
scheduled for 152:03 GE?7 was not neressszryO The Atlantic Ocean 
contingen,.-,y recovery forces were released from mission support 
at 153:OO Ghi??. 

The waste water dump conducted at IL53:‘jO was oriented to reduce 
the probability of midcourse corrections. Checkout of the Entry 
Monitor System was accomplished at 154:35 GELI to ensure its 
readiness for the entry phase, 

A tan-minute color television broadcast was made at approximately 
147:23 GET. Earth scenes were shown .for abou-t three minutes with 
moon scenes throughout the remainder of the broadcast. A twenty- 
nine-minute broadcast of the moon, earth and s~acecraf't interior 
was received at 15229 GE??. 

A nunber of Star-earth horizon lavisation sightings were taken, 
The CSM Z-band high gain reflectivity test was conducted at IL@:00 
GET o An u;?schedu,Led live color television transmission of the 
earth and the command module interior was received at l.73~27 GE?T. 
The second tranaearth midcourse correction (WC-~) origfndJ_Ly 
scheduled for I-76:50 GET was not necessary. 

SLQH PER103 ---- ---- 

Major activities during this period included -3XX7L live nolor -- --.- -.--0 _.-- 
--.-I_- 

--- - --- - - 
television, reentry and .recover& ---a-.---,- m-v I_ ----- - 

The crew was .awakened at 185:00 GET and initiated reentry pre- 
parations. The final_ live color television transm-Isaion ~33 
received at 186:50 GETI?. MCC-7 was performed at 188:49 GEZ. 
Entry interface was reached at 191:48:54 GET with splashdown in 
the mid Pacific, approximately 16"OW and 15oS, 

Weather in the prime recovery area was excellent; visibility, 
10 mile:;, wave height 4 feet, cloud cove-r 1800 feet scattered, 
win'ls less than 12 knots, 

RESCUE 1 reported visual conta*ut of the spacecraft at 191:52. 
AIRDOSS 1 visuaLly acquired the spacecraft one minute later. 
Voice commnicstions tiith the crew were reported b;)r the US'S 
PRINCEI!O!~ At 19i:53:42 GIiT. Drogue and main parachutes deployed 
normalLy. Splashdown occurred about 14 minutes titer entry inter- 
face at 192:03:23 GET, appro.cimately 3 NM from the prime recovery 
ship, USS PRINCZON. The Command Module remained in the Stable 1 
position, and the crew reported that they were in good condition. 
The zrew was picked up by a recovery helicopter and 8as safe 



aboard the ship ,at 13:31ElX, May 26, 1969, to end a fant;tut;ic 
mission. 

SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE --- --- 

All launch vehicle systems performed satisfactorily througholJt 
their exp,ected lifetimes. All spacecraft systems continued to 
function satisfactorily throughout the mission with the excep- 
tion of fuel cell No. 1. 

At 120:47 GET, fuel cell No. 1 experienced an electrical failure 
in the cooling pump circuit and was isolated from the main bus. 
It was placed back on the bus for the transearth injection meneuver 
and with close monitoring of temperature limits, provided satis- 
factory voltages and currents. Subsequently an effective purging 
cycle was initiated and the fuel cell was taken off circuit for 
the remainder of the mission. It remained available for 104 
sharing, if required. 

A number of other minor discrepsnzies occcurred ?qhich were primarily 
pro3e*.Izal~, anll were corrected in flight with no mission impdzt, 
or involved inatruxentation errors on quantities which coltid be 
checked by other means. Temperature and consumables usage rate; 
remained generally within normal limits throughout the mission. 
Complete analysis ,of systems performance will be reported in 
subsequen'; .?%3? Center engineering reports. 

FLIGRI CREW PZRFORMANCE ------ 

Flight crew performance was olltstanding. All three crew members 
remained in excellent health throughout the mission. Their 
prevailing good spirits were aonti.rrJally evident as they took 
tims from their busy schedule to share their voyage with the 
world via 19 color television transmissions totalling almost 
six hours. 

LIST OF 'TABLES ----- 

Table 1 - Apollo 10 Detailed Test Objectives 
Table 2 - Apollo 10 Achievements 
Table 3 - Apollo 10 Towered Flight Sequence of Events 
Table 4 - Apollo 10 Trans Lunar and Trans Earth Maneuver %mn%y 
Table 5 - Apollo 10 Lunar 9rbit Maneuver Summary 
Table 6 - A?olio 10 Consxnables Sumnary at End of Mission 
Table 7 - A;0110 10 Color TV Log 
Table 8 - Apollo 10 Space Vehicle Discrepan.zy Su~lary 
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APOLLO 10 

DETAILED TEST OBJECTIVEP 

. LAUNCH VEHICI8 . . - 
, - 

CATEr;, TCTJ.. 
S (J-2 Enqine Modification 
S 
s-- - 
S 
S S-II longitudinal oscilL1ation environ0 
S S-IC ear1.y CECO oscillation suppre:;:;ion 1 X I 

SPACECRAFT 

Iunsr Orbit Determination 
Landing Site Determination 

I I ! 
I 1 

, 
! X' xl x' I 

J 
Xstance 1 1 

p~~i..l5 'PGNCS Undecked DPS PerfoG Ice L-l ' I I I ; 
*~16~.~7 Relay Modes Voice]Til- -i xi xl .! I P'ar 

~16.12 LM Omni Antennas Lunar Distance 1 1 i - -~I x; x 1 I I 
1 1~1.6..l~l Rendezvous Radar Performance I I I I xl ; J 

.I).+ !LM Supnwn~i+i~~l FT~l-i~lrn ‘;I bL I VIL - -L-AA- ) I I I xi xl I I PC_- * 
ed AGS Controlled APS Burn I I I i xl 4 

! unmann 
7 lVHi? Ranging i I I xl i 

6 LunaFOrbit Visibility I I I I xi xl i j 
ace Environment Thermal Control I m~-I~ I x I XI XI X! XI j 

Thermal Control tides 
~~~itude~/Translation Control ! 1 i I ! Xl I 1 

JM/AGS Rendezvous Evaluation I I XI -~- 
82 PGIKS/PGS I%nitorir% ! XI xl I 1 

lnar Distance 1 ! '- xtxlxl I I 
mation Unmanned APS Burn I I i I xj I 

-c_w 
I I i ix! I !- 

LM IMU Performance I 1 I ! xl I I 
Reflectivity I!\ uix;- I YF 3 

1 I A \ I I I I -_ F- 
rse Correction Capability I --- 

j x I 
,andmerk~ i I I x 

mar Orbit I I I Xl x 1 1. - -- - _ ____ 
'S : 

avigation/Star-Lunar I _ _ _. 

'Cther &jor Activities Not Listed As DTO" 
Color TV 
C';.bBn "&i Scie$zific Engineering Photography l-l_- rTl^^L 3 1* &cl. 
i-. ,'- Post. APS Df 

LV DTC9s - Secondary .O.O 6 
SC DTO's 

Id PGNS/AGS Switch) 
ig Sightings 

Principal ..OOOOD.OO.O 7 
Secondary .0.000..000022 

All 100 p&except 2 second.% Pro’s* 

tial 

tial 



.?,POL.LO 10 ACHIEVEMENTS 

1. 

2. 

3. 
I 4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

90 

10. 

11. 

l2. 

1;. 

Lb. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

IS. 

_ J. --I 

-- 1<. 

s3UJCE;;SFU-L XCOMPLI~HMENT OF ALL PRIMARY OBJECTIil%. 

FIRST DEMONSTR~QicXI i3F LU!\IAR ORBIT RENDEZVOUS. 

FIRST DXXED C&/L>1 LUNAR LANDMARK TRACKIX;. 

FIRST BURN dF DESCENT PROPULSION SYSTEM EN'~XE 24 THE LUNAR LANDING 
MISSION CONFIGUR'ION AND ENVIRCNMEXC. 

FIRST EVALUATION OF 'THE LM STEERABLE ANTENX.4 Z LUXAR DISTANCES. 

FIRST FIDELITY DEM3NSTR&!?ION OF LUNAR LANDIN';: .XiSSION PROFILE 
(E:<CEPT FOR PRE-DO1 LAnsDM4RK TRACKLNG, BOWEREZ DESCENT, LUNAR 
&E'ACE ACTIVITY AND ASCENT). 

FIRST LOW LEVEL (50,000 FEET) EVALUAI'IO~T OF 

FIRST EVkXJATION 9F THE‘ LM OMNI DIRECTIONX 
DISTMCE. 

FIRST IN-FLIG-HT '1:;ST OF 'THE AB3R-f GUIDANCE ?YSTEM DURING A LONG 
DlJR42ION ASCENT TRCPULSION SYSTEM BUR3. 

FIRST IN-FLIGHT 3% OF VHF RANGING. 

FIRST TIME 3E?~1ONSTRATION TRANSLUNAR MIDCOURSE CORRECTION 
C.4PABILITIES WIT:-: .? D'XKED CSM/LMo 

FiRST DEMONSTRATION OF ZESTINGHOUSE COLOR TV CAMERA IN FLIGHT. 

FIRi3T MfiiNG VISU;v. A24-D PHOTOGRAPHIC EVALUXIION OF RANGE OF POSSIBLE 
:.4XDI!1G SITES I3 jlFOL.LG BELT HIGHLANDS X?E.&. 

XG,;TISIL 'ION OF IWMEROUS VISUAL OBSERVATIONS AI\sD PHOTOGRAPHS OF 
XI%'IIFIC SIGNIFICANCE. 



APOLLO 10 MAY 26, I$+ -- 
P3'~E?,ED FLIG-?lT SEQUEXE OF EVENTS --.- --- 

EVEW PRFXAJNCH PLANNED (GEC) AYi'TJAi, ( ~GE:T ) 
* HR :MTN :SEC H.R:MIN:SEC 

Range Zero (lZ49:OO.O ED!T) oo:oo:oo.o 03:03:00.0 

Liftoff Signal (m-1) 00:00:00.6 00:00:00.6 

Pitch and Roll Start 00:00:12.~ 00:03:12.) 

Roll Coqlete 0~0:00:31.2 03:00:31.2 

S-IC Inbox-d Engine C-~tofP (TB-2) 00:02:15l.3 00:02:13.2 

Begin Tilt Arrest 00:0~:36.'7 00:02:37.3 

S-IC 3'ltbos:d Pigine C&off (TB-3) 00:0:~ :40.2 03:0?:41.6 

S-IC/S-IT Sepwation 00:02:40.9 00:02:42.3 

S-17: [gnition 00:02:41.6 OD:O2:43.1 

S-II Second Plane S5p,aratio~n 03 :OJ :1o.g 03:03:12.3 

Lau-nzh Escape Tower Jettison 03:03:16.4 00:0;:17.8 

S-II Center Engine Catoff 00:07:39.2 00:07:40.6 

S-II Outboard Engine Cutoff (TB-'+) 00:09:14.1 00:09:12.6 

S-11,/S-IVB Separation 00:0~:1~.0 30:03:13.5 

S-IKE Ignition 0o;og :15.1 00:09:i3.6 

S-IVB Cutoff (TB-3) 00:1~;43.~ oo:u:43.8 

E,wth Parking Orbit Insertion 00 :1x:73.5 oo :u :53.8 

Begin S-IVB Rests& Preparations 02:23:46.g 02:23:47.7 
(TB-6) 

Second S-1-a Ignitioa 02 :33 :26.9 02:33:27.7 

Secmd S-IX3 Cutoff (T3-7) 0;~ :38:‘18.6 02 :38 :4g .5 

Traxlunar In.jection 
I 

02:38:58.6 0?:38:>g.5 

*Prelaunch p.lax%zd timea ze baaed <on MSFC Saturil V AS-505 Apollo 10 mission >V 
operation& tra,~+~- '=-tory dsi;w3 @q-i1 17, 1969 as revised by MSFC xter(1o, S an3 E- 
~.Em-~m-106-6g, day 5, 1969. 

or 

.  -  - - - - I _  - - l . “ - -_ “ .  . I . .  - - - - - ~ .  . . I ”  - , - . . -  _ . - *  - .  , . “ “ .  

“_ - - - -  . . - . .  - - - - ~ . -  ._____ __~-- 



N,P. - Ndt Performed N,A. - Not Available 

UuiL,‘< o .‘l~% a> I, “2 

GRQJU ::.A?SLW 'i'&lX (t;'&, ) BUi3N TIME Y 

AT IGNITION (hr:min:sec) (seconds) I 
VELdCITY CHA'XGE CET'Or' CLOSEST APPRGXH 

12:;51JVdR (feet per sec~,;ld - fps; ii?.- (&)--CLOSEST APPROACtI 
I 

I 

PRZ-LAUNCH REAL-TIXE 
PLADi PLAN 

~PRLAUiRLTI.ll[ACTU~ 
ACTUAL IPLAN PLA?J i 

TLP ' 
(S-q@ 03:33:25.5 02:33:2~.1 02:33:25.1 343.9 344.9 
vas ive 1 

I _ - .- - -- an eu-ver (SPS) 04:38:4706 04:39:09.0 04:39:09.0 2.8, 2.65, 2.5 I 

I 
175:49:40' 75 :>2:OC NoPa cc-1 --~- --- .- -.- -- 

LJ:i-' j > m3k46.4 11:30:00 N,P, 801 6.4 N.P. 57001 47.2 N.P. 58.4 59.0 N.P, 

'EI 1 
SPS) 

137:20:22,4 137:36:28 137:36:28 3622.5 3630.3 
KC-5 

-- 152:20:22,4 151:59:.59 ; N.P. 0 1.8 N.P. 0 0.4 N.P. , K'.A. Y6.72- 3.p. 

ilCC-6 * N.A - - _ 1y1:4&@ N.P. --. - 

1'76:56:32 
N.A. -N.F. - 176:49:58.4 K.P. 0 2.9. N,.P. o -N>. - $3315 -662.- - N.P. - .- 

IGCC-'i . N.A. :- 
N.A. ..- -_ 

188~50~32 188:49:56.8 188:4p:5&8 o '6.5 1.6 1.6 --N.A, 
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TABLE 6 

APOLLO 10 CONSUY2BLES SUWiAW AT EI'ND OF IaISSi( T --_I_ 

DKCE: i&y 26, 1969 

SM HYDROGEl!J 
(POUNDS /PERCENT) u 

LM RCS PJIOP 
(~ouI\sDs /PERCENT) 

.-. 



Number 

Plan 

1 

2 

10 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

152:35:00 

11 186:50:00 

132:07:12 

137:50:51 

139:30:16 

147:23:00 

152:29:19 

173:27:17 

186:51:49 

15:oo 

15:oo 

15:oo 

lo:oo 

lo:oo 

15:oo 

40:oo 

15:oo 

lo:oo 

15:oo 

24:12 

43:03 

6:55 

11:25 

29:05 

10:22 

11:53 

Total 2:55:00 5:52:12 

-- 

ktual 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

a 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

9 f 14 

Planned 

3:03:24 

Transmission Start 
- 

Actual 

3:06:00 

3:56:00 

5:06:34 

7:11:27 

27:00:48 

48:00:5i 

48:24:00 

49:54:00 

53:35:30 

72:37:26 

80:44:40 

98:29:20 

27:15:00 

54:oo:oo 

72:ZO:OO 

80:45:00 

98:13:00 

ioa:35:50 

126:2.0:00 

137:45:00 

APOLLO 10 COLOR TV LOG 

'ransmission Time 
(Min/ 
'lanned 

15:oo 

d 
Actual 

22:oo 

13:25 

13:15 

24:00 

27:43 

14:39 

3:51 

4:49 

25:00 

17:16 

29:09 

2O:lO 

STA 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

MAD 

MAD 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

HSK 

HSK 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

GDS 

EVENT 

SEPARATION, TRANSPOSITION and DOCKING 

:SM/LM ‘EJECTION FROM S-IVB 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR (RECORDED) 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR (RECORDED) 

VIEW OF EARTH 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR (BOTH 210' 
85’ DISH VIEW OF LUNAR SURFACE and 

VIEW OF SEPARATION MANEUVER 

VIEW OF LUNAR SURFACE and S/C INTER 

VIEW OF MOON POST TEI 

VIEW OF MOON POST TEI 

IOR 

VIEW OF RECEDING MOON and S/C INTERIOR 

VIEW OF EARTH, MOON and S/C INTERIOR 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR 

VIEW OF EARTH and S/C INTERIOR 

Quality, color and resolution of color TV was outstanding. Resolution remained 
excellent throughout focussina range of 6:l zoom lens. 



M3DU@ COMQlJ!JD/SEKVICE 

D;SCd.ZPANCY SUMMARY ---I_ --- 

* FUEG m-5 1 OXYGEN FLOWMETER FAILED. (PREL-@JNCH) 

* STJJT LC3P WATER SEPARATCi? BRE.AJSTHROiJr;H; CHANGE IN WICK b/ECTING TECHNI@JE 
WAS SUCCESSFUL. (PREL 4UNCH) 

* CAR?BC!\J DIOXIDE PARTIAL PRESSURE RE.ADIIVGS 1.2 MM HG; SHCUl2l BE LO'dE8, 

+ E?lVIR'3NMENTAL CC;;TTKCL SYSTEM I~XYGEN MA!?IFCLD PRESSURE DRGPPED TO 73 PSI 
(SHOULD BE 103) FO2 ABOUT 3 SEC93,NDS DTJRLNG REDUNDANCY CHECKS. 



* TJNNEL 'ri!XJL9 Nt3'1' VE;NT. 

LUNAP MO3‘5;!c --e--w 
DISC%?&l'ZY SUtblblARY __^- - - ------ -I 

Q ABOX? SUIDANCE SYSTEM DEADBAND SWITCH INDICATm Mu. ON TELEMlTRY wHEX 
IN MIPJ. PaSITION. 



101 :o’g :sg - RANGE KATZ 3Em MTivLTS 9800 F'T/SZC; SHaULg BZ a;Bo'JT 50'3 FT/SEC. 

103 :14 :24 - REA3 99'33 FT/SEC; SHXJLD BE 233 FT/SEl;r. 

lo!+ :37 :oo - REh3 6722 FT/SZC; SH3ULD BE XTNUS 124 m/SEC (NO &ARM). 



. 
-- 
. 



Postlaunch 

Mission Operation Report 

No. M-932-69- 10 

TO: A/Administrator 18 July 1969 

FROM: MA/Apollo Program Director 

SUBJECT: Apollo 10 Mission (AS-505) Postlaunch Mission Operation Report #2 

Review of the Apollo 10 Mission results since issuance of Postlaunch Mission Operation 

Report No. 1 (26 May 1969) d in icates that all mission objectives were attained. 

Further detailed analysis of all data is continuing and appropriate refined results of 

the mission will be reported in Manned Space Flight Center technical reports. 

Attached is Postlaunch Mission Operation Report No. 2, which updates or supplements 

Report No. 1 and includes our assessment of the mission. Based on the mission performance 

as described in these reports, it is recommended that the Apollo 10 Mission be adjudged 

as having achieved agency preset primary objectives and be considered a success. 

--JLl44- 
Sam C. Phillips 

Lt. General, -USAF 

Apollo Program Director 

APPROVAL: 

fm 
ociate Administrator for 

/ Manned Space Flight 

.-__. I .--- 



Report No. M-93249-1 0 

- POST LAUNCH 
MISSION OPERATION REPORT NO.2 

APOLLO 10 (AS-505) MISSION 
OFFI CE OF MANNED SPACE FL I GHT 

- _ . _ 
Prepared by: Apollo Program Office-MAO 

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY 



M-932-69- 10 

NASA OMSF PRIMARY MISSION OBJECTIVES 

FOR APOLLO 10 - 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES 

. Demonstrate crew/space vehicle/mission support facilities performance during 

a manned lunar mission with CSM and LM. 

. Evaluate LM performance in the cislunar and lunar environment. 

Sam C. Phillips Geo e y& W. MbeM& 

Lt. General, ‘USAF 

Apollo Program Director 
ed; ocrate Administrator for 

Manned Space Flight 

Date: 6 May 1969 Date: 
HAY 8 l’%$ 

RESULTS OF APOLLO 10 MISSION 

Based upon a review of the assessed performance of Apollo 10, launched 18 May 1969 

and completed 26 May 1969, this mission is adjudged a success in accordance with the 

objectives stated above. 

Lt. General, USAF 

Apollo Program Director 

Administrator for 

anned Space Flight 

Date: /8 Date: / 7 

7/l 4/69 Page 1 

--- 



M-932-69- 10 

GENERAL 

As stated in Postlaunch Mission Operation Report No. 1, all elements of the Apollo 

system performed satisfactorily during the Apollo 10 Mission. Tables 1 and 2 provide 

updated values for the mission sequence of events. Tables 3 through 6 present summaries 

of the major discrepancies experienced by the launch vehicle, Command/Service Module, 

Lunar Module, and mission support. 

7/14/69 Page 2 



M-932-69-10 

TABLE 1. %'oLLo 10 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

GROUND ELAPSED TIME (GET) 
EVENT (hr:min:sec) 

PLANNED* ACTUAL 

Range Zero (12:49:00.0 EDT) 
Liftoff Signal (TB-1) (Time Base -1) 
Begin Pitch and Roll 
Roll Complete 
Maximum Dynamic Pressure (Max Q) 
S-IC Inboard Engine Cutoff (TB-2) 
Begin Tilt Arrest 
S-IC Outboard Engine Cutoff (TB-3) 
S-IC/S-II Separation 
S-II Ignition 
Jettison S-II Aft Interstage 
Launch Escape Tower Jettison 
S-II Center Engine Cutoff 
S-II Outboard EngineCutoff (TB-4) 
S-II/S-IVB Separation 
S-IVB Ignition 
S-IVB Cutoff (TB-5) 
Earth Parking Orbit Insertion 
Begin S-IVB Restart Preparations 

(TB-6) 
Second S-IVB Ignition (Translunar 

Injection) 
Second S-IVB Cutoff (TB-7) 
GM/S-IVB Separation, SLA Panel 

Jettison 
CSM Transposition and Docking Complete 
CSM/LM Ejection from S-IVB/IU/SLA 
CSM/LM SPS Evasive Maneuver 
S-IVB Slingshot Maneuver (Propellant 

Dump) 
Midcourse Correction No. 1 (MCC-1) 
Midcourse Correction No. 2 (MCC-2) 
Midcourse Correction No. 3 (MCC-3) 
Midcourse Correction No. 4 (MCC-4) 
Lunar Orbit Insertion No. l** 
Lunar Orbit Insertion No. 2 

(Circularization) 
Intravehicular Transfer to LM 
Undocking 
LM/CSM Separation Maneuver 
Descent Orbit Insertion 
Phasing Maneuver 
LM Descent Stage Jettison 
Ascent Insertion Maneuver - 
Concentric Sequence Initiation 

o:oo~:oo.o o:oo:oo.o 
0:00:00.6 0:00:00.6 
0:00:12.5 0:00:12.5 
0:00:31.2 0:00:31.2 
0:01:17 0:01:22.6 
0:02:15.3 0:02:15.2 
0:02:36.7 0:02:37.3 
0:02:40.2 0:02:41.6 
0:02:40.9 0:02:42.3 
0:02:41.6 0:02:43.1 
0:03:10.9 0:03:12.3 
0:03:16.4 0:03:17.8 
0:07:39.2 0:07:40.6 
0:09:14.1 0:09:12.6 
0:09:15.0 0:09:13.5 
0:09:15.1 0:09:13.6 
0:11:43.5 0:11:43.8 
0:11:53.5 0:11:53.8 

2:23:46.9 2:23:47.7 

2:33:26.9 2:33:27.7 
2:38:48.6 2:38:49.5 

3:oo:oo 
3:lO:OO 
4:09:00 
4:29:00 

4:39 :oo 

3:02:51 
3:17:38 
3:56:24 
4:39:09.8 

4:49:00 
Not Required 
26:32:56.8 
Not Required 
Not Required 
75:55:54 

11:33:00 
26:33:00 
53:45:00 
70:45:00 
75:45:00 

8O:lO:OO 80:25:07 
94:25:00 95:02:00 
98:05:00 98:22:00 
98:35:00 98:47:16 
99:34:00 99:46:01 

100:46:00 100:58:25 
102:33:00 102:45:00 
102:43:00 102:55:01 
103:34:00 103:45:55 

7/14/69 Page 3 



M-932-69-10 

GROUND ELAPSED TIME (GET) 
EVENT 

Constant Delta Height Maneuver 
Terminal Phase Initiation 
Docking 
LM Ascent Stage Jettison 
APS Burn to Propellant Depletion 
Transearth Injection (Ignition) 
Midcourse Correction No. 5 (MCC-5) 
Midcourse Correction No. 6 (MCC-6) 
Midcourse Correction No. 7 (MCC-7) 
CM/SM Separation 
Entry Interface (400,000 feet 

altitude) 
Enter S-band Blackout 
Exit S-band Blackout 
Drogue Parachute Deployment 
Main Parachute Deployment 
Landing 

(hr:min:sec) 
PLANNED* ACTUAL 

104:32:00 104:43:52 
105:09:00 105:22:55 
106:20:00 106:22:08 
108:09:00 108:24:37 
108:39 :00 108:51:01 
137:20:00 137:36:28 
152:20:00 Not Required 
176:50:00 Not Required 
188:50:00 188:49:57 
191:35:00 191:33:24 

191:50:00 191:48:54 
191:50:26 191:49:21 
191:53:26 191:52:22 
191:58:33 191:57:11 
191:59:22 191:58:01 
192:04:00 192:03:23 

*Prelaunch planned times are based on MSFC Saturn V AS-505 
Apollo 10 Mission LV Operational Trajectory, April 17, 1969, 
as revised by MSFC memo no. S and E-AERO-FMT-106-69, May 5, 
1969; and on MSC Revision 1 of Spacecraft Operational 
Trajectory for Apollo 10, April 28, 1969. 

**Delay of the first midcourse correction to the MCC-2 
option caused the translunar trajectory to be longer than 
planned thus delaying lunar orbit events approximately 
12 minutes. 

TABLE 2. APOLLO 10 RECOVERY EVENTS 

EVENT 

First visual contact 12:40 
First radar contact 12:41 
Visual contact by USS PRINCETON 12:45 
First voice contact 12:50 
Landing (164O41' W.Long., 15"l' S.Lat.) 12:52 
Flotation collar installed 1:lO 
CM hatch open 1:17 
Crew in raft 1:20 
Crew aboard helicopter 1:26 
Crew aboard USS PRINCETON 1:31 ,i CM aboard USS PRINCETON 2:22 

EDT (p.m.) 

7/14/69 Page 4 



Table 3. LAUNCH VEHICLE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

The S-IVB auxiliary hydraulic pump stopped Probably caused by structural failure of the 
producing full pressure during the second burn. compensator spring guide. The spring guide 

was replaced on AS-506 (Apollo 11). 

At T-9 hours, the ECS air/nitrogen purge duct A second clamp will be added over the duct at 
in the IU failed, apparently at the duct joint the joint and the screw torque on both clamps 
4 inches inside the stage skin. will be increased. This change has been com- 

pleted on AS-506. 

Low frequency (19-Hz) longitudinal and lateral The 19-Hz vibration is a normal low-level 
oscillations were present during both S-IVB response to the uncoupled J-Z engine thrust 
burns. High-frequency (46-HZ) oscillations oscillations. The 46-Hz vibration is attributed 
occurred during the latter part of the second to excitation of the forward skirt ring mode 
S-IVB burn. by noise originating in the liquid hydrogen 

non-propulsive vent system. This condition 
is not a constraint on Apollo 11. 



I 

Table 4. COMMAND/SERVICE MODULE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

:M Reaction Control System A developed a small 
leak in the helium manifold prior to launch. 

On future missions, the RCS pressure will be 
monitored for approximately 1 month prior to 
launch to ensure early detection of any leaks. 

iupture of the RCS oxidizer burst disc was There is no mission impact as long as the 
noticed when the CM Reaction Control System B shutoff valves and the engine control valves 
helium manifold pressure abruptly dropped from hold leak-tight. A burst disc leak check has 
44 to 37 psi as the propellant isolation valves been added after RCS propellant servicing. 
tiere opened. 

The primary ECS evaporator dried out during the A check of the water control microswitch 
launch phase and again during the second lunar assembly revealed that the actuator travel was 
revolution. at times not sufficient to open the switch. 

Actuator rigging procedures will be modified 
to assure proper overtravel. 

Water problems on the flight were: (1) the Three new designs for the water/gas separator 
water/gas separator did not operate satisfacto- have been tested with good results, Operational 
rily; (2) air was contained in the ground- procedures are being prepared for possible use 
serviced potable water. on Apollo 11. 

For about 2 hours on the seventh day of the The gun was probably clogged by excess O-ring 
flight, the flow from the CM water dispenser lubricant. Should the gun become clogged in 
appeared to be less than normal. flight, several alternate sources are available 

for drinking water. 

The thermal blanket on the CM forward hatch The thermal blanket has been deleted effective 
flaked off during LM cabin pressurization. on CSM 107 (Apollo 11). 
Particles went throughout both spacecraft, 
requiring clean-up and causing crew discomfort. 



Table 4. COMMAND/SERVICE MODULE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY (CONT.) 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

The tunnel would not vent when the crew tried Due to a ground procedural error, the vent line 
to perform the hatch integrity check prior to was terminated by a plug instead of a fitting 
undocking. An alternate venting procedure with holes in it. CSM 107 and 108 have been 
through the LM had to be used. verified as being properly configured. 

Twice during lunar revolution 10, transmissions The most probable cause for the apparent 
from the LM on VHF Simplex-A were not received failure of VHF Simplex-A was that, because of 
in the CM. VHF Simplex-A operated satisfacto- the numerous switch configuration changes in 
rily for both voice and ranging during the re- both vehicles, the LM & CSM were not configured 
mainder of the mission. simultaneously for communications on Simplex-A. 

The CM rendezvous radar transponder had to be Postflight testing of the switch and wiring did 
cycled to obtain operation following undocking. not reveal any problem. Failure analysis of the 

switch is continuing. 

The CM 16mm sequence camera stopped operating 
in the pulse mode at 173:00 GET. 

The problem has been traced to a faulty micro- 
switch. All cameras on Apollo 11 will have 
high-reliability microswitches, 

The fuel cell 1 AC circuit breaker tripped at 
120:47 GET, due to a short circuit in the AC 
pump package. 

The most probable cause was a breakdown in the 
insulation within the hydrogen pump. 

Condenser exit temperature of fuel cell 2 The cause has not yet been determined. This 
fluctuated and triggered the caution and warning behavior is not detrimental to fuel cell 
light several times. component life or performance, but it does 

represent a nuisance to the crew because the 
caution and warning light must be reset manually 



Table 4. COMMAND/SERVICE MODULE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY (CONT.) 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

During the extended purge of fuel cell 1, the 
cryogenic hydrogen automatic pressure control 
twice failed to turn off the ,taydrogen tank 
heaters. The heaters were controlled manually 
after 170:30 GET. 

If long-duration purges are required in the 
future, the heaters will be operated manually. 
The Apollo Operations Handbook has been changed 
appropriately. 

When the purge valve was closed following the 
extended purge of fuel cell 1, it took 30 
minutes for the hydrogen flow to decrease to 
zero, and an overpressure of 9 psi occurred 
in the regulated hydrogen supply to the fuel 
cell. 

Four of the ten light bulbs in the launch 
vehicle engine warning annunciator failed 
intermittently prior to launch. 

Extended hydrogen purge should not be conducted 
if preheat capability is lost, because of the 
effect of low temperatures on the hydrogen 
regulators (valve seat warpage and leakage). 
The Apollo Operations Handbook will be changed 
to caution against such an operation. 

Caused by cold solder joints where the lamp 
leads are attached to the printed circuit 
board. The units for Apollo 11 and subsequent 
vehicles have been screentid. 

The stylus of the entry monitor system stopped Subsequent to Apollo 12, either the scroll 
scribing while initializing after the pre-entry emulsion base will be made using the originally 
tests. The scribe worked after slewing the formulated soap or pressure-sensitive paper 
scroll back and forth. which was recently qualified will be used for 

the scroll. 

The VHF beacon antenna did not deploy on entry; The antenna did not deploy because one radial 
however, three helicopters received the beacon was caught under the outboard edge of the ramp. 
signals. No change is required for Apollo 11. 

Two retaining springs for the tunnel shaped- Based on the Apollo 10 flight experience, ground 
charge holder ring did not capture on the minus tests, and analytical results, the probability 
y side. of a failure to capture the charge holder under 

normal separation conditions is judged to be low 



Table 4. COMMAND/SERVICE MODULE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY (CONT.) 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

The data storage equipment tape recorder slowed The recorder vent valve allowed enough differ- 
down several times during entry. ential pressure to build up to deform the 

recorder cover sufficiently to contact the 
tape reel. For future missions, vent valves 
will be selected that open at the low end of 
the allowable range in the specification. 

The stabilizer, which maintains the couch 
position when the foot strut of the center 
couch is removed, was connected during launch. 

The stabilizer must be in the stowed position 
to allow strut stroking during an abort landing. 
A mandatory inspection step has been added to 
the pre-ingress checklist. 

The gyro display coupler drifted excessively 
in roll and yaw (5" in 20 minutes) after 
performing properly early in the mission. 

Postflight tests are in progress. 

During one injection, the chlorine ampule 
leaked, andno water sample could be drawn. 

Postflight inspection revealed no defects. 
Probably caused by improper insertion of the 
ampule. 

Relative motion occurred between the CM and LM 
at the docking ring interface when the CM RCS 
roll thrusters were fired. 

Pressure in the tunnel reduced the frictional 
force at the docking ring interface. Proper 
tunnel venting capability has been verified 
on CSM 107 and 108. 

The left-hand x-x head strut lockout torsion 
spring was found on the wrong side of the 
retention pin during the postflight check of 
lockout lever forces. 

Correct installation on CSM 107 and 108 will 
be verified at KSC. 



s Table 4. COMMAND/SERVICE MODULE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY (CONT.) 

< 
% 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

The digital event timer on panel 1 advanced 
a total of 2 minutes during the countdown 
for the first midcourse correction. At other 
times, the tens of seconds failed to advance. 

A screening test has been developed for the 
timers installed in future spacecraft; however, 
the capability of the test to isolate unreliable 
timers has not yet been proven. 

Table 5. LUNAR MODULE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

A master alarm with an engine pitch gimbal 
fail warning occurred during the DPS phasing 
burn. Telemetry shows both actuators operated 
normally. 

Two master alarms with DPS propellant low 
quantity warnings occurred during the phasing 
burn. 

Apparently caused by gimbal coasting. For 
Apollo 11 and subsequent missions, the brake 
mechanism has been redesigned and the fail 
warning has been made less sensitive to coasting 

A gas bubble probably uncovered the low level 
Sensor accompanied by an intermittent open 
circuit in the low level signal circuit. The 
system has been greatly simplified on Apollo 11 
and subsequent. 

During revolution 13 the signal at the Mission The problem occurred in equipment at the 
Control Center was very weak when the LM omni Goldstone station, and an investigation is 
antenna was used with backup downvoice. being conducted by Goddard Space Flight Center. 

During the beginning of revolution 13, the The crew may have inadvertently switched the 
S-band steerable antenna did not track properly track-mode switch to OFF instead of to AUTO at 
for about 13 minutes, but it tracked well both the time S-band acquisition was established. 
before and after this period. 



Table 5. LUNAR MODULE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY (CONT.) 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

The LM drinking water contained gas. Consideration is being given to placing a gas 
separator in the drinking line. 

The cabin was excessively noisy, primarily Modification of the LM hardware does not appear 
because of the glycol pump. The cabin fans practical. Ear muffs or ear plugs will be 
and S-band steerable antenna also were noisy. provided for the crew to use during sleep periods 

During checkout of the Conmander's oxygen purge Manned tests have shown that the gas temperature 
system, the heater light did not come on. is acceptable for comfort without the heater. 

The output from the yaw rate gryo did not Data are being analyzed to identify the 
always correspond to the actual LM yaw rate characteristics of the abnormal operation and 
from 50 seconds p-ior to staging until several to determine the failure mode. 
seconds after staging, but the output was 
normal before and after this period. 

The dump of the LM low-bit-rate PCM data 
recorded in the CM stopped abruptly at 
99:38:52 GET instead of continuing until 
approximately 99:46:00 GET. 

The CM was reconfigured from the voice and data 
mode to the ranging mode approximately 11 
minutes early because the times on the flight 
plan were incorrect since lunar orbit was 
initiated 12 minutes later than originally 
planned. 

When the LM Ascent Stage separated from the 
CM, the LM cabin pressure dropped from 4.86 
psia to less than 1.0 psia in 0.3 second, 

The residual tunnel pressure of 4.86 psia, plus 
the pressure generated when the separation 
pyrotechnics fired, caused the latch on the 
LM tunnel hatch to fail and the cabin then 
vented through the hatch. 



Table 5. LUNAR MODULE DISCREPANCY SUMMARY (CONT. 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

The CO2 level and rate of increase were 
abnormally high while using the primary 
lithium hydroxide cartridge. The level 
decreased rapidly to the predicted level 
when the sedondary cartridge was selected. 

Large attitude excursions occurred prior to 
and during LM staging. 

Lithium hydroxide cartridge variations combined 
with CO2 sensor tolerances could account for 
the observed flight performance. Predictions 
for future flights will use more realistic 
operational characteristics, 

For an undetermined reason the abort guidance 
system mode control changed from "attitude-hold" 
to "automatic" coincident with each vehicle 
gyration. 

During the low-altitude lunar pass the 
Hasselblad 7Orrm camera stopped because of 
film binding in the magazine. 

The Apollo 11 cameras and magazines will be 
inspected for damage, clearances, and con- 
tamination. The 1.6-ampere fuses will be 
replaced with 1.2-ampere high-reliability fuses. 

During the low-altitude lunar pass, the LM Magazine F had marginal clearances at the 
16mm camera failed to operate with magazine interface surfaces and edges. All magazines 
F installed. Magazine F was reinstalled later for subsequent missions will be fit-checked 
and the camera operated satisfactorily. before flight. 

Three operational anomalies occurred during use Contamination of the reticle may have occurred 
of the LM optical system: contamination of the through a gap in the housing that is required 
reticle of the alignment optical telescope by to allow for thermal expansion. The operation 
hair-like material, difficulty in operating the of the dimmer control rheostat as described by 
dimmer control rheostat of the computer control the crew was normal. Disappearance of stars 
and reticle dimner, and disappearance of stars may have been caused by contamination on the 
at approximately six star diameters from the prism; the LM-5 (Apollo 11) prism and reticle 
center of the reticle. have been cleaned and inspected. 



Table 6. MISSION SUPPORT DISCREPANCY SUMMARY 

t 

DESCRIPTION REMARKS 

During line chilldown in preparation for LOX A blown fuse was found in the pump motor 
loading at about T-8 hours, the primary LOX starter circuit. 
replenish pump failed to start. 

Troubleshooting and fuse 
replacement delayed completion of LOX loading 
by 50 minutes, but the built-in l-hour hold at 
T-3:30 hours prevented a launch delay. 
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